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NVIDIA has released the Jetson AGX Xavier
module to accelerate artificial intelligence in
autonomous industrial machines. This in-depth
analysis of the platform explains how you can
get started designing.

READ MORE

 

NEWS 

New Debugging Initiatives for
Today's New IoT World
 

If you?re a software developer,
you are likely all too familiar with
the convergence that has occurred
between embedded and

enterprise programming environments. Devices must
be connected. Devices must perform their function
reliably, but also provide metrics to back end
equipment for analytics, machine learning, and
business intelligence.
Read More +
 

 

NEWS 

EFCO Releases First Industrial
Embedded Vision System with AI
Monitoring
 

EFCO released Eagle Eyes
Embedded Vision Systems, a
series of fanless box computers
for machine vision applications. It

is the first to offer artificial intelligence monitoring and
predictive maintenance through the company?s EKit
software package.
Read More +
 

 NEWS 

Top 8 AI and Analytics Trends
Businesses Can?t Miss in 2019
 

AI plans to allocate approximately
$2 trillion worth of business value
globally over the course of the
new year with advanced
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computing algorithms that identify and optimize
business insights humans cannot distinguish.
Read More +
 

 

NEWS

Industrial Internet Consortium
Releases Deep Learning Testbed
Results
 

Based on an application
developed by Toshiba and Dell
EMC, the Testbed analyzes

35,000 measured data points per minute, applying
artificial intelligence (AI) to detect anomalies, automate
temperature and lighting, and prioritize elevator
schedules.
Read More +
 

 

FEATURE 

Embedded Insiders Tackle RISC-V
Summit; Get Our Take on WD,
NXP Announcements
 

The RISC-V Foundation held its
Silicon Valley Summit last week.
From sheer numbers alone, the
open-source instruction-set
architecture (ISA) known as RISC-
V is gaining momentum in a pretty
big way. And the announcements

from the event were aplenty.
Read More +
 

 

NEWS

Quantum Computing and AI Edge
Network Quantum Computing
Equipment and Services may
Reach $7.7B by 2023
 

The report gauges quantum
computing?s impact on major
technologies and solution fields
such as AI, chipsets, edge
computing, blockchain, IoT, big
data analytics, and smart cities. It
provides global and regional
forecasts as well as quantum
computing?s effect on hardware,

software, applications, and services from 2018 to 2023.
Read More +
 

 

NEWS

Sensory Increases Wake Word
Accuracy with New High-Res
Voice Recognition and
Authentication
 

The upgraded machine learning
technology?s algorithms are
trained to anticipate conditions
associated with wake word

performance, such as word pronunciation, acoustics,
device placement, room size, reverb and echo.
Read More +
 

 

 

 

 

 

 
  

The IIoT Security Challenge
 

Sponsored by: RTI 
Date: December 18, 11:00 a.m. ET 

Register Now
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https://twitter.com/jmchaleiii?lang=en
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